Authentic 3/4" and 1/2" Flying Scale Models of Airdom's Most Famous Line-Up of Record-Breaking, Death Defying Speed Planes

THOMPSON TROPHY WINNERS

In looks, features or breath-taking performance, no other group of model airplanes in the world approaches the C-D Thompson Trophy Winners (1936 winner will be added later). No modelbuilder worthy of the name can afford to be without this prize array of authentic replicas of these spectacular winners of the world's most during Air Races. If you can't build the entire group of 7/4" scale—build as many as you can, then finish up temporarily with 1/2". But don't be without the C-D Thompson Trophy lineup. It's the identifying mark of the real dyed in the wool modelbuilder. Start yours today!

1929: Travel Air Mystery Ship
This beautiful ship in 1929 started a new era in landplane racer design and through many requests by those who wished to head their Thompson Trophy lineup with this kit, it was thoroughly redesigned. Recommended for exhibition contests. Span 21¾", red with black scalloping, green trim. Kit SF-2. 2.95

1930: Laird "Solution" Racer
Charles "Speed" Holman won the Thompson trophy race of 1930 in this biplane. Model is of recent C-D design and employs the best type of model construction. Recommended for those who want an attractive fast flying model. Span 18¾", Laird gold and black. Kit SF-16. 2.50

1931: Bayles' Gee-Bee Racer
This sturdy little plane won the "31 Thompson trophy race. Had a very short fuselage which made it a maneuverable flyer by the options. Our model is redesigned and the most accurate model of its type on the market. wings span 17¼". Yellow and black. Kit SF-17. 1.95

1935 Winner of the Thompson Trophy
MISTER MULLIGAN

This plane was reputed to be the fastest cabin plane made at the time it won the Thompson speed claque and it proved itself by flying over 229 M.P.H., winning the coveted trophy for 1935. Model exterior as detailed as the prototype and all white with gold lettering and black trim. Material supplied for both authentic motor with cowl and dummy fronts—take your choice. Balsa, not paper covered, where necessary to simulate plywood or metal. No other Mulligan will ever be like it for your Thompson Lineup. Absolutely complete with printed wood postere. 2.95

REAL PROFITS FOR DEALERS

C-D's are years ahead in everything that counts. The C-D line has always been the amazement of engineers and designers in the airplane (and model) industry. Not satisfied though, for C-D has pioneered more authentic details and practical construction features in model airplanes than any other model company. C-D models worn-as-late-as-lifelike!

Known wherever model airplanes are built as the world's standard in quality, features and value

51 World-Famed 3/4" Models

These kits are super-complete—the very last word in beauty, realism and models they're the most underpriced kits in America.

40 Sensational 1/2" Models

These are precisely like the 3/4" models—with a few minor exceptions. For ordering— we recommend the same colors as used in 3/4" design of the same model. Remember DWARF kits do not contain any liquids or stripping tape.

Parking Charge Has Been Discontinued. Above Prices Are All You Pay.

Cleveland Model & Supply Company, Inc.
1866 North West 57th Street
CLEVELAND, OHIO, U. S. A.